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In the world of corporate business, mba education though a very important need, but is not
adequately spread especially in a country like India. The reason to pull up this point from the depths
of education and business system is that, it is high time we understand the need and usage of real
MBA education. MBA education here is highly theoretical. It is not a negative point of this education,
as MBA education is meant to be theoretical, although the theories are to be tested on highly
pragmatic affairs. In such a case it becomes mandatory for the student to have some practical
knowledge on the issues discussed theoretically in the classes of MBA. It is important for the
student to have a notion of whatever is being taught to him already. Such thing can occur only if the
student has already worked in a professional field to understand the nitty - gritty of this education.
But it is rare to find a professional to leave his job to attain a full time two year MBA program from a
college. In such a case one year mba comes in handy.

One year MBA or executive mba is for student who are both still working and pursuing their MBA
education in parallel.  Or who can leave their job to go for a further education but cannot spend two
years or fees for two year education. This kind of MBA education is both cost and time effective for
an employee. Most interestingly such an MBA student is aided through his employer to go for his
further studies.

One year mba or one year executive mba is completely on par as far as the course material is
concerned. Not only this, the course is designed in such a way that it brings out the whole gist of a
two year education program in one year without overburdening the student.

This one year degree provides a diploma certification if pursued from a certain top colleges and
universities of one year MBA. In so dealing the premier colleges that can be named are ISB, IIMA,
SP Jain, GLIM, Aegis and ISBR. There are about 50-100 B schools in India which provide a one
year MBA degree, which  is considered worth in Indian market out of some 1200 MBA schools.

One year MBA in India is getting quite trendy. It is because of its placable nature that nowadays
even employees who had never thought of pursuing a higher education are going for the one year
mba programs, This is quite opposite trend, where a few years back, a candidate desiring for an
MBA education used to avoid it due to the negativities lingering to pursue it. Executive MBA
programs have brought a new opportunity for everyone here dreaming for a further education. An
MBA educated employee is far better than a simple graduate employee. This extra education opens
up a whole new horizon and perspective in front of him to deal with any upcoming situation. And due
to the increasing number of top colleges and universities of one year MBA, it has become even
more placid.
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Log on to a mba education to enroll your career with a one year mba programs after comparing the
different a one year executive mba courses as offered by top universities.
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